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An angle fancied by journalists and photographers working on stories 
of Myanmar is that there is a religious conflict between the Buddhist 
junta and minorities of other faiths. The example that they use is the 
Karen refugees who live along the Thai-Myanmar border. However, 
the root of the “problem” is a political one. If not, why would we find 
in Malaysia today 10,000 Mon refugees from Myanmar, all of whom 
Buddhists? 

In the case of Chin refugees, many of their testimonies fit the “tem-
plate” of religious prosecution, as all of them are Christians or Catho-
lics. While there is much truth in their stories, the oldest self-help group 
formed by Chin refugees in Malaysia – the Chin Refugee Committee 
– has also been known to prepare its members with “model” answers 
for their interview with the United Nations High Commissioner for 
Refugees (UNHCR). It is hard to believe that its members are not told 
to emphasize the religious prosecution of the junta. In fact, regardless 
of ethnicity or religious faith, anyone who gets in the way of the junta 
will be prosecuted. 

Chin refugees started arriving in Malaysia from the westernmost state 
of Myanmar about 15 years back. Back in Chin State, they are often 
forced by the soldiers to be porters or the vanguard party along the 

heavily mined border with India. Some of their land and properties 
have been seized by the military for little or no remuneration. Women 
also live under the threat of sexual abuse. 

Today, there are more than 18,000 Chin living in Malaysia – the bulk 
of whom in Kuala Lumpur. In the bustling Malaysian capital, the Chin 
live above KL in government flats and low-cost apartments. And yet, 
Putrajaya – the symbol of new Malaysia and where the ministries are 
now located – has been built largely with the labour of refugees, includ-
ing the Chin. They are invisible, but not entirely so. If you know where 
to look, there is a thriving economy that caters to the refugees from 
Myanmar. Finding a VCD of the latest concert by a Chin pop singer is 
not all that difficult in KL.

On the legal front, Malaysia is not a signatory of the 1951 UN Conven-
tion Relating to the Status of Refugees, which means that refugees are 
seen as illegal migrants. While the Chin have suffered forced deporta-
tion and random arrests in Malaysia, such abuses have been somewhat 
mitigated by the intervention of local NGOs and church groups, and 
the collectivization – albeit imperfectly – of the community. There have 
been various attempts to get the different Chin groups onto a demo-
cratic platform but the process has been plagued with corruption. This 

is highly instructive to those who blindly believe that democracy is the 
anecdote to all the “problems” in Asia. 

Over the years, the Chin have carved out a gray area within the fabric 
of Malaysian society as they wait to be relocated to America, Canada, 
Norway, New Zealand and Australia. On the other end of the equation 
are refugees who have spent more than seven or eight years in Malaysia 
without being registered by UNHCR. Today, some of them speak bet-
ter Cantonese – the dialect of the marketplace – than I do. At the same 
time, other families would have experienced the arrival of newborns 
or the untimely death of family members. Nowhere do I get a more 
poignant sense of how the Chin have become part of KL by walking 
amongst their tombstones in the cemetery at Cheras.

What makes the Chin story different is the very fact that they are es-
sentially rural people living now as refugees in the modern metropolis 
of KL. Therefore, apart from documenting their trials and tribulations 
in the Malaysian capital, I have also tried to explore the adaptations that 
they have made to their indigenous cultures as they try to survive in this 
new country.

June 2007, Malaysia
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[cover]
A Chin refugee bathes on top of an old love hotel where he works 
and stays with his 16-year-old wife. 

[pg 5]
Every night after dinner, Chin refugees from the Kanpalet community 
living in this one-bedroom apartment perform a communal prayer.

[pg 6]
After church on the Saturday night of 14 April 2007, this 29-year-old 
refugee was attacked by four Malaysian Indians. Using motorbike hel-
mets, they hit his eyes and ribs, and robbed him of his Nokia mobile 
phone and a sum of RM280 (about US$81). The following Monday 
morning, he is at the Alliance of Chin Refugees (ACR) to report the 
incident. According to ACR and the Chin Refugee Committee, vio-
lence targeting Chin refugees has increased in 2007, possibly because 
they have no access to police protection.

[pg 7]
When this Chin refugee from the Kanpalet community first came 
to KL, she was detained at Alor Setar for about six months together 
with women from India, Bangladesh, Vietnam, Indonesia and China. 
In the detention, she only ate in the morning and at night. However, 
since October 2006, she has been freed and reunited with refugees 
from her community.

[pg 8]
This 18-year-old Chin refugee from the Kanpalet community works as 

a cleaner in a love hotel. His shift is from 8pm to 8am, for which he 
earns RM15 (about US$4.30) each day. He is turning off the air-con, 
a luxury which he hadn’t known before he fled Chin state.

[pg 9] 
Cyril (in red) is making prawn paste to be used for his Hokkien prawn 
noodles. The Chin refugee runs this stall for his former employer 
who has since retired. Depending on the day of the week, Cyril sells 
anything from 50 to 130 bowls of noodles. He has also employed 
another Chin refugee (in black) from the Zo community to help him 
out. 

[pg 10] 
Two years back, Chin refugees used to gather at the Community 
Service Centre of the Alliance of Chin Refugees for Mang Tha, an 
income generation project for unemployed women. Even though their 
handicraft products had been sold to France and Australia, the initia-
tive has since been called off due to a lack of participation.

[pg 11] 
In the afternoon, female refugees and their children spend time in 
front of the TV, watching Chin or Burmese VCDs. They don’t often 
go out because it is costly to do so and that there is always a possibility 
that they may be stopped by police.

[pg 12]
Chin Student Organization (CSO) runs informal classes for children 
of Chin refugees in six different locations within KL. This morning, 
the pre-grade students who are between four to seven years old are 
learning Math from a Chin refugee. As the students are very young 
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and the class is quite big, it is hard to keep everyone focused. As far 
as possible, the teacher tries to give her attention to all the students. 
Those with nothing to do play little games amongst themselves.

[pg 13] 
Second-grade students are seen studying phonetics from a Malaysian 
Chinese who volunteers her time in the education programme run by 
CSO. These classes are normally conducted in old flats or low-cost 
apartments above KL.

[pg 14] 
After saying grace, Chin refugees from the Matu community tug into 
the lunch reception at their fellowship on Christmas Day. The fellow-
ship is housed in a room above a coffee-shop.

[pg 15] 
Richard, pastor of Matu Christian Fellowship, delivers his sermon on 
Christmas Day. While he is from the Chin community, Richard is not 
a refugee. He is in Malaysia with a student pass. 

[pg 16] 
The Mara Christian Fellowship is conducting a wedding ceremony for 
a Chin refugee couple this Sunday. A videographer from the commu-
nity is tasked to record the happy occasion. 

[pg 17] 
Members of the Matu community are seen at the Cheras cemetery 
for the funeral of a fellow Chin refugee who has passed away due to 
Cholera. 

[pg 18]
Jasmine Abdullah, trainer for the Australian Cultural Orientation, 
talks to this group of Chin and Rohingya refugees about the impor-
tance of budgeting their expenses after they are resettled to Australia. 
The refugees will soon be relocated.

[pg 19]
After spending four years in Malaysia, Khin Aye (in khaki) is finally 
going to start a new life in New Zealand with her family. They have to 
reach the office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refu-
gees before 8am. Oblivious to the fact that he is leaving KL for good, 
Khin’s son is angry with his mum for waking him up at 6.30am. 
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